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In
Argentina had
had aa per
In 1940
1940 Argentina
per capita
capita income
income and
and aa degree
degree of
of social
social
development
placed her
her among
among the
the most
development which
which placed
most 'advanced'
'advanced' countries
countries
in
the world.'
member of
in the
world.1 By
By 1970
1970 she
she was
was already
already aa well-established
well-established member
of
the
third
world.
Argentina's
decline,
or
as
sonic
wit
once
aptly
the third world. Argentina's decline, or as some wit once aptly put
put it,
it,
'the
'the miracle
miracle of
of Argentine
Argentine under
under development',
development', has
has led
led to
to the
the formuformulation
lation of
of aa constellation
constellation of
of explanations,
explanations, none
non e too
too satisfactory.
satisfactory. DeDe-

pendency
theories and
and (on
(on the
pendency theories
the other
other extreme)
extreme) theories
theories based
based on
on

endogenous
endogenous social
social and
and cultural
cultural dynamics,
dynamics, generally
generally either
either failed
failed to
to
explain
Argentina's
previous
success,
or
distorted
Argentina's
explain Argentina's previous success, or distorted Argentina's history
history
previous
to 1940
in order
order to
to make
previous to
1940 in
make it
it fit
fit the
the necessities
necessities of
of the
the causal
causal
model
adopted.2
Nor
were
theories
based
on
historic
accident
model adopted.2 Nor were theories based on historic accident conconvincing:
PerOn's perverse
perverse role
role in
in the
the ruin
vincing: Perón's
ruin of
of Argentina,
Argentina, alleged
alleged by
by
sonic,
sounded more
more like
like aa caricature
some, has
has always
always sounded
caricature of
of history
history and
and aa
propaganda
propaganda piece
piece than
than sound
sound social
social science.
science.
With
the
opening
of
British
With the opening of British and
and American
American archives
archives for
for the
the 1940s,
1940s,
however,
it
has
been
possible
to
make
some
progress
in
identifying
however, it has been possible to make some progress in identifying
variables
variables linked
linked to
to Argentina's
Argentina's relations
relations with
with these
these countries
countries which
which
had
a
greater
impact
upon
her
political
stability
and
had a greater impact upon her political stability and economic
economic forfortunes
tunes than
than had
had previously
previously been
been considered
considered plausible
plausible by
by historians,
historians,
economists
economists and
and social
social scientists.3
scientists.3

.

Indeed,
Indeed, these
these papers
papers tell
tell us
us the
the story
story of
of the
the consequences
consequences of
of
Argentine
Argentine neutrality,
neutrality, that
that is,
is, of
ofaaUS
US policy
policy of
of economic
economic boycott
boycott and
and

political
destabilisationofofthe
the River
River Plate
Plate country;
UK efforts
political destabilisation
country; UK
efforts to
to
neutralise
US
policy
until
1947;
and
what
could
be
described
neutralise US policy until 1947; and what could be described as
as an
an
anti-Argentine
coalition from
from 1947
1947 to
to 1949.
As such,
anti-Argentine US—UK
US-UK coalition
1949. As
such, there
there
56
56
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are two dimensions
dimensions to the story
story which
which unfolds:
unfolds: Argentine
Argentine policy
policy and
and
Anglo—American
policy.
With
respect
to
the
latter,
there
can
be
little
Anglo-American policy. With respect to the latter, there can be little
to 1949,
doubt
and from
from 1947
1947 to
1949, the
the USA
USA in
in combicombidoubt that
that the
theUSA
USA—- and
nation with
with the
theUK
UK—- did aa tremendous
tremendous damage
damage to
to Argentina.
Argentina. With
With

respect
to the
respect to
the former,
former, two
two main
main ideas
ideas emerge.
emerge. First,
First, Argentine
Argentine
neutrality
was not
neutrality was
not intrinsically
intrinsically pro-Axis
pro-Axis (as
(as official
official USA
USA rhetoric
rhetoric

held),
pro-British (and
(and anti-American)
anti-American) instead;
held), but
but basically
basically pro-British
instead; second,
second,
Argentine
Argentine neutrality,
neutrality, as
as well
well as
as that
that country's
country's early
early post-war
post-war econeconomic
policies, were
were suicidal
suicidal attitudes
attitudes which
which revealed
revealed both
both lack
omic policies,
lack of
of

pragmatism
and megalomania
megalomania on
on the
the side
pragmatism and
side of
of Argentine
Argentine decisiondecision-

makers.
The
forces between
between the
The enormous
enormous disparity
disparity of
of forces
the USA
USA and
and Argentina
Argentina
(mitigated,
in the
(mitigated, in
the perception
perception of
of Argentine
Argentine decision-makers,
decision-makers, by
by AlAIlied
on Argentine
made itit pure
hed dependence
dependence bn
Argentine foodstuffs)
foodstuffs) made
pure folly
folly to
to
challenge
the USA,
challenge the
USA, particularly
particularly considering
considering the
the unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory and
and
often
character of
of both
often antagonistic
antagonistic character
both countries'
countries' relations
relations during
during the
the
preceding
half century
century (which
(which made
made Argentina's
Argentina's 'misbehaviour'
preceding half
'misbehaviour' less
less
pardonable
in US
US eyes
eyes than,
than, for
pardonable in
for example,
example, Brazil's).
Brazil's). The
The fact
fact that
that itit
was
was indeed
indeed folly,
folly, however,
however, is
is completely
completely independent
independent from
from the
the
morally
and juridically-oriented
juridically-oriented questions
questions of
of whether
whether the
the USA
morally and
USA was
was
right or
or wrong
right
wrong in
in pressuring
pressuring Argentina
Argentina into
into acquiescence,
acquiescence, and
and of
of
whether
Argentina had
had aa legitimate
right to
to he
whether Argentina
legitimate right
be neutral.
neutral. With
With respect
respect
to
to these
these questions,
questions, the
the combined
combined contents
contents of
of the
the British
British and
and AmeriAmerican
that the
the USA
can papers
papers tends
tends to
to show
show convincingly
convincingly that
USA was
was 'wrong'
'wrong' and
and
that
juridicist perspective
perspective Argentina
Argentina was
in her
her perfect
perfect
that from
from aa naively
naively juridicist
was in
right
to do
right to
do what
what she
she did.
did. But
But the
the papers
papers also
also show
show that
that in
in so
so doing,
doing,
she
she engaged
engaged in
in aa self-destructive
self-destructive policy
policy which
which was
was all
all but
but good
good
statesmanship.
statesmanship.
Due
Due to
to limitations
limitations of
of space,
space, this
this paper
paper will
will only
only deal
deal with
with aa descripdescription
policytowards
towardsArgentina
Argentinaduring
duringthe
the period,
period, that
tion of
of US—UK
US-UK policy
that is,
is,
the
the consequences
consequences of
of Argentina's
Argentina's wartime
wartime and
and early
early post-war
post-war policies.
policies.
In
opinion, the
In my
my opinion,
the subject
subject is
is interesting
interesting not
not only
only from
from the
the point
point of
of
view
of aa better
of one
one of
view of
better understanding
understanding of
of the
the several
several causes
causes of
of
Argentina's
but also
Argentina's post-war
post-war decline,
decline, but
also conceptually,
conceptually, from
from the
the perperspective
of big-power
big-power favour
favour vis-a-vis
iis-à-vis disfavour
spective of
disfavour as
as aa variable
variable which
which
impinges
upon peripheral
peripheral development,
development, as
from the
the viewpoint
viewpoint
impinges upon
as well
well as
as from
of
the self-destructive
nature of
of the
self-destructive nature
of certain
certain types
types of
of third
third world
world nationalnationalism,
which in
in contemporary
contemporary times
times can
can be
be witnessed
ism, which
witnessed in
in cases
cases such
such as
as
those
of 1982
(Falkland War)
War) Argentina,
Argentina, and
those of
1982 (Falkland
and present-day
present-day Libya
Libya (an
(an
example
which may
may appear
appear extreme,
extreme, but
example which
but which
which in
in my
my opinion
opinion
soundly
illustrates the
the point).
soundly illustrates
point).
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US POLITICAL
POLITICAL DESTABILISATION
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OF ARGENTINA
ARGENTINA
US

sketch out
I will
will summarily
summarily sketch
out the
the main
main aspects
aspects ofofUS—UK
US-UK policy,
policy,

I

analytically
separating its
diplomatic
and economic
economic facets.
facets. In
In DecemDecemanalytically separating
its diploma
tic and
ber
1939,
partly
as
a
consequence
of
the
Battle
of
the
River
Plate,
ber 1939, partly as a consequence of the Battle of the River Plate, the
the
Argentine
Argentine government
government had
had come
come to
to the
the conclusion
conclusion that
that neutral
neutral rights
rights
were
were aa fiction,
fiction, and
and that
that the
the development
development of
of the
the war
war would
would not
not allow
allow
true
neutrality.
Thus.
Argentine
Foreign
Minister
José
Maria
true neutrality. Thus, Argentine Foreign Minister José María Cantilo
Cantilo
suggested
to British
Sir Esmond
suggested to
British Ambassador
Ambassador Sir
Esmond Ovey
Ovey that
that Argentina
Argentina

might
neutrality
and side
might abandon
abandon neutra
lity and
side with
with the
the Allies.
Allies. The
The British
British

government
government considered
considered the
the proposal
proposal embarrassing.
embarrassing, because
because although
although
Britain
would
profit
from
the
use
of
Argentine
naval
Britain would profit from the use of Argentine naval facilities,
facilities, she
she
was
was already
already benefiting
benefiting from
from Argentina's
Argentina's major
major contribution,
contribution, supsupplies,
without the
the need
plies, without
need for
for Argentine
Argentine active
active belligerence,
beIligerence, and
and there
there
was
a
danger
that
Argentine
unilateral
action
in
this
respect
was a danger that Argentine unilateral action in this respect might
might
annoy
relations. The
annoy the
the USA
USA and
and prejudice
prejudice UK—US
UK-US relations.
The British.
British, therethere-

fore,
fore, did
did not
not respond
respond to
to the
the proposal.
pro posa!. The
The Argentine
Argentine government
government
then turned
turned to
to the
the USA.
USA.
then
In
1940 Cantilo
Cantilo called
called on
on US
US Ambassador
Ambassador Norman
Norman Armour.
In April
April1940
Armour,
and on
behalf
of
President
Ortiz
made
a
highly
confidential
on behalf of President Ortiz made a highly confidential proposal
proposal
for the consideration
consideration of Hull
Hull and Roosevelt
Roosevelt to the
the effect
effect that ArgenArgentina
tina and
andthe
theUSA
USA—- and
and possibly
possibly other
other American
American republics
republics—- abandon
abandon
neutrality
neutrality to
to side
side with
with the
the Allies
Allies without
without actually
actually becoming
becoming belligerbelligerents,
much
in
the
same
way
as
Italy
sided
with
Germany
ents, much in the same way as Italy sided with Germany but
but did
did not
not
yet
participate
in
the
war.
The
US
reply
consisted
of
five
points:
yet participate in the war. The US reply consisted of five points:

1. US
object to
to an
1.
US public
public opinion
opinion would
would strongly
strongly object
an abandonment
abandonment of
of
neutrality.
neutrality.
2.
2. Such
Such aa step
step would
would break
break inter-American
inter-American unanimity.
unanimity.
If
'non-belligerent
alignment'
meant anything
3.
3. If 'non-belligerent alignment' meant
anything at
at all,
all, itit implied
implied
that
Italy
had
an
understanding
or
alliance
with
Germany
that Italy had an understanding or alliance with Germany but
but
was
not taking
was not
taking part
part in
in actual
actual hostilities,
hostilities, although
although with
with the
the very
very
definitive
threat that
that she
do so
so on
on Germany's
Germany's side
definitive threat
she would
would do
side at
at any
any
moment.
That
situation
did
not
apply
to
any
American
moment. That situation did not apply to any American rerepublic.
public, none
none of
of which
which had
had alliances
alliances with
with belligerent
belligerent powers,
powers,
and
and there
there was
was therefore
therefore no
no reason
reason why
why any
any American
American republic
republic
should
adopt
a
policy
which
was
being
followed
should adopt a policy which was being followed by
by an
an ally
ally of
of aa
belligerent
in
Europe.
belligerent in Europe.
4.
4. The
The Argentine
Argentine proposal
proposal would
would need
need congressional
congressional action
action in
in
order
to
be
adopted
by
the
USA,
in
view
of
the
revised
order to be adopted by the USA, in view of the revised NeuNeutrality
trality Act
Act of
of 44November
November 1939.
1939.
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5.
5. The
The US
US neutrality
neutrality law
law permitted
permitted the
the sale
sale of
of supplies
supplies to
to any
any
belligerents who
who could
could come
come and
and get
get them,
them, and
and the
the fact
belligerents
fact that
that the
the
Germans
were
not
in
a
position
to
avail
themselves
of
Germans were not in a po sitio n to avail themselves of this
this did
did
not alter
not
alter the
the situation,
situation, even
even though
though the
the practical
practical result
result was
was that
that
the Allies
were the
the only
ones able
able to
to buy
the
Allies were
only ones
buy from
from the
the USA.
USA.
Deplorable developments
known
Deplorable
developments were
were to
to follow.
follow. On
On 10
10 May
May it
it was
was known

that
had been
that the
the Argentine
Argentine proposal
proposal had
been leaked
leaked to
to the
the press.
press. Though
Though
efforts
were
made
in
Washington
and
Buenos
Aires
to
efforts were made in Washington and Buenos Aires to avoid
avoid publipublication,
by 12
cation, by
12 May
May an
an article
article marked
marked 'special'
'special' from
from Washington
Washington

bearing
the news
news was
was published
published in
inLa
La Nación.
Nación. The
The Argentine
Argentine governbearing the
government
attributed
responsibility
for
the
leak
to
Washington.
ment attributed responsibility for the leak to Washington. By
By13
13May
May

the
felt aa press
the Argentine
Argentine government
government felt
press statement
statement had
had to
to he
be issued
issued
acknowledging
the Argentine
Argentine initiative
acknowledging thé
initiative on
on the
the subject.
subject.

The
The leak
leak had
had catastrophic
catastrophic consequences
consequences within
within Argentina.
Argentina. To
To
some
Argentines,
the
abandonment
of
neutrality
would
have
been
some Argentines, the abandonment of neutra lity would have been
betrayal
betrayal of
of the
the principles
principIes and
and traditions
traditions of
of Argentine
Argentine foreign
foreign policy.
policy.
Nationalist
elements issued
issued posters
posters demanding
demanding Cantilo's
Cantilo's resignation.
Nationalist elements
resignation.
On
On 18
18 May
May President
President Ortiz
Ortiz issued
issued aa press
press statement
statement saying
saying that
that
Argentina
maintained 'the
'the strictest
Argentina maintained
strictest impartiality'
impartiality' in
in the
the continuing
continuing
war.
Ortiz
Ortiz and
and Cantilo
Cantil o began
began to
to lose
lose power,
power, aaprocess
process which
which was
was made
made
more
when President
President Roosevelt
more acute
acute when
Roosevelt made
made aa speech
speech in
in June
June 1940
1940 at
at
Charlottesville,
Virginia, stating
stating that
that the
Charlottesville, Virginia,
the extension
extension of
of material
material reresources
to Britain
Britain and
sources to
and France
France was
was aa prime
prime US
US objective.
objective. This
This was
was no
no
less
less and
and no
no more
more than
than the
the 'non-belligerence'
'non-belligerence' Argentina
Argentina had
had sugsuggested,
yet not
gested, yet
not only
only had
had Argentina
Argentina been
been previously
previously rebuffed,
rebuffed, hut
but
Roosevelt
had actually
Roosevelt had
actually set
set forth
forth publicly
publicly non-belligerence
non-belligerence as
as the
the
official
policyofofthe
the USA,
USA, without
without an
official policy
an act
act of
of Congress,
Congress, and
and without
without
even
even aa passing
passing reference
reference to
to the
the Argentine
Argentine initiative.
initiative. Roosevelt's
Roosevelt's
attitude
attitude was
was not
nqt only
only aa blow
blow to
to Argentine
Argentine foreign
foreign policy
policy generally.
generally,
but
to Ortiz
but also
also to
Ortiz and
and Cantilo
Cantilo personally
personally and
and the
the ideals
ideals for
for which
which they
they
stood,
stood, making
making an
an Argentine
Argentine rupture
rupture with
with the
the Axis
Axis clue
due to
to US
US presspressures
ures after
after the
the US
US entry
entry into
into the
the war
warclose
close totopolitically
politically impossible,
impossible,
considering
the importance
importance that
considering the
that an
an independent
independent foreign
foreign policy
policy had
had in
in
Argentina's
Argentina's political
political culture.
culture. Naturally,
Naturally, itit would
would be
be naive
naive to
to suggest
suggest
that
Argentina's lead
lead on
on such
that the
the USA
USA should
should have
have followed
followed Argentina's
such an
an
important
important issue
issue as
as this.
this. I1 only
only point
point to
to the
the fact
fact that
that given
given the
the
characteristics
of Argentina's
Argentina's political
political culture,
culture, itit was
characteristics of
was not
not likely
likely that
that
she
follow the
the USA
USA lead
she would
would follow
lead after the
the aforementioned
aforementioned rebuff.4
rebuff.4
After
After Pearl
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, US
US rhetoric
rhetoric would
would abound
abound with
with references
references to
to
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the Fascist
Fascist Menace
Menace from Argentina.
Argentina. These
These views
views of
of Argentina
Argentina coincoin-

cide
cide with
with neither
neither the
the British,
British, the
the German,
German, nor
nor the
the Italian
Italian views.
views.
Nevertheless, they
they moulded
policy, which
which embarked
embarked on
on an
an unreunreNevertheless,
moulded US
US policy,

lenting
lenting and
and forceful
forceful public
public and
and private
private political
political bombardment
bombardment of
of
Argentina's
Internally, US
Argentina's constitutional
constitutional government.
government. Internally,
US policy
policy was
was
justified
with claims
claims as
as far
far fetched
fetched as
as the
the pretention
pretention that
justifi~d with
that if
if left
left alone,
alone,

Argentina would
would produce
produce the
the Third
Argentina
Third World
World War:
War: this
this extravagant
extravagant
assertion
was
made
by
Secretary
of
State
Hull,
Vice-President
assertion was made by Secretary of State Hull, Vice-President WalWallace. Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Morgenthau
Morgenthau and,
and, later,
later, Ambassador
lace,
Secretary of
Ambassador
Spruille
Spruille Braden.5
Braden.5
According
According to
to the
the perception
perception of
of British
British Foreign
Foreign Office
Office officials
officials at
at
the
time,
the
continuous
attack
on
the
Argentine
government
the time, the continuous attack on the Argentine government was
was an
an
important
important factor
factor leading
leading to
to the
the military
military coup
coup of
of June
June 1943.
1943,which
which atat
first was hailed
hailed by the US
Embassy
as
their
own
success.6
Once
they
US Embassy as their own success.6
they
were
disappointed,
counter-productive
destabilisation
tactics
led
were disappointed, counter-productive destabilisation tactics led didirectly
rectly to the resignation
resignation from the Cabinet
Cabinet of
of the
the pro-Allied
pro-Allied elements:
elements:
Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State Hull
Hull publicised
publicised an
an embarrassing
embarrassing letter
letter from
from proproAllied
Admiral
Storni,
and
in
so
doing
completely
altered
Allied Admiral Storni, and in so doing completely altered the
the comcomposition
Hull was
was fed
fed up
up
position of
of the
the until
until then
then equally
equally divided
divided Cabinet.7
Cabinet. 7 Hull
with
the
situation
and
seemed
not
to
care
what
the
consequences
with the situation and seemed not to care what the consequences of
of
his
actions were:
were: if
they were
were counter-productive,
counter-productive, and
his actions
if they
and led
led to
to even
even less
less
Argentine
Argentine cooperation,
cooperation, his
his opportunities
opportunities for
for more
moremuscle-flexing
muscle-flexing
and
self-righteous
castigation
of
Argentina
increased.
and self-righteous castigation of Argentina increased. Indeed,
Indeed,
Under-Secretary
Under-Secretary of
of State
State Sumner
Sumner Welles
Welles confides
confides in
in his
his memoirs
memoirs that
that
Hull
Hull had
had 'an anti-Argentine
anti-Argentine bias
bias that
that was
was almost
almost psychopathic'.8
psychopathic'. 8
Thus, partly
Thus,
partly because
because of
of Hull's
Hull's personality,
personality, partly
partly because
because of
of the
the
long-standing
US—Argentine
rivalry
that
nourished
him,
partly
long-standing US-Argentine rivalry that nourished him, partly bebecause
feeling and
and partly
cause of
of US
US Manifest-Destiny
Manifest-Destiny feeling
partly because
because of
of ArgentiArgentina's
little importance
to the
na's relatively
relatively little
importance to
the USA.
USA, US
US action
action against
against
Argentina
was
considerably
more
severe
than
analogous
Argentina was considerably more severe than analogous action
action
towards
other neutrals,
towards other
neutrals, despite
despite the
the fact
fact that
that Argentina
Argentina was
was contricontributing
buting more
more to
to the
the war
war effort
effort than
than weak
weak belligerents,
belligerents, through
through food
food
supplies,
and
despite
the
fact
that
the
US
armed
services
had warned
supplies, and despite the fact that the US armed services had
warned
the
the State
State Department
Department early
early on
on that
that Southern
Southern South
South America
America could
could
not
be
defended.
adding
that
Buenos
Aires,
more
than
not be defended, adding that Buenos Aires, more than any
any other
other
capital,
the Axis.
capital, should
should avoid
avoid annoying
annoying the
Axis. In
In spite
spite of
of the
the hard
hard overall
overall
US
felt that
that the
US attitude
attitude towards
towards Argentina,
Argentina, British
British officials
officials felt
the USA
USA
were
even
a
trifle
tougher
when
British
interests
were
involved,
were even a trifle tougher when British interests were involved, and
and
this
brings us
us to
to the
the last,
of the
this brings
last, but
but certainly
certainly not
not least
least important,
important, of
the
factors that
that is,
commerfactors
that triggered
triggered US
US action
action —
- that
is, Anglo—American
Anglo-American commercial competition.°
cial
competition.9
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conflictescalated
escalatedasasboth
both sides
sides retaliated.
retaliated. Hull
The US—Argentine
US-Argentine conflict
Hull
was
determined
to
overthrow
the
RamIrez
government.
was determined to overthrow the Ramírez government. After
After conconsiderable bureaucratic
bureaucratic conflict,
conflict,Argentine
Argentine assets
assets inin the
the USA
siderable
USA were
were
frozen. In
In turn,
frozen.
turn, Argentine
Argentine economic
economic pressure
pressure was
was applied
applied on
on neighneighbouring
countries
to
establish
an
anti-US
bloc.
RamIrez,
Gilbert,
bouring countries to establish an anti-US bloc. Ramírez, Gilbert, and
and
Perón made
Chile. Paraguay
Perón
made public
public statements
statements encouraging
encouraging Chile,
Paraguay and
and
Uruguay to
to join
join Argentina
Argentina against
Uruguay
against US
US imperialism.
imperialismo Hull
Hull pressed
pressed the
the
British
to
join
in
an
all-out
embargo
of
the
Argentine
economy,
British to join in an all-out embargo of the Argentine economy, only
only
to discover
discover that
that the
the British
British were
were actually
actually grateful
grateful to
to Argentina
Argentina for
to
for her
her
cooperation.
The
boycott
could
he
intensified
only
from
the
US
cooperation. The boycott could be intensified only from the US side.
side.
Argentina retaliated
Argentina
retaliated promoting
promoting aa successful
successful rightist
rightist coup
coup in
in Bolivia.
Bolivia.
The
overthrow
of
RamIrez
became
the
official
policy
of
the USA.
USA.
The overthrow of Ramírez became the official policy of the

Hull prepared
an indictment
of Argentina
and took
Hull
prepared an
indictment of
Argentina and
took steps
steps to
to
strengthen,
militarily
and
economically,
the
countries
most
vulnerstrengthen, militarily and économically, the countries most vulnerable
units of
able to
to Argentine
Argentine pressure.
pressure. Simultaneously,
Simultaneously, powerful
powerful units
of the
the
South
into the
the mouth
mouth of the River
River Plate.
Plate.
South Atlantic
Atlantic Fleet
Fleet were
were ordered
ordered into
Here, RamIrez
Here,
Ramírez backed
backed down,
down, severing
severing relations
relations with
with the
the Axis.1°
Axis.lO
Once
took that
that fated
Once RamIrez
Ramírez took
fated step,
step, Hull
Hull began
began to
to question
question the
the
terms of
of the
pushed RamIrez
into aa desterms
the rupture
rupture declaration.
declaration. I-Ic
He pushed
Ramírez into
desperate situation,
to the
the fact
fact that
that the
perate
situation, apparently
apparently oblivious
oblivious to
the Argentine
Argentine
President
was besieged
besieged by
by neutralists.
neutralists. Hull
Hull was
was putting
putting Argentina
Argentina 'in
President was
her place',
place', and
her
and he
he did
did not
not seem
seem to
to care
care that
that in
in the
the process
process he
he was
was
pushing that
that country
pushing
country away
away from
from his
his professed
professed objectives.
objectives. RamIrez
Ramírez
was overthrown.
overthrown. With
government established
established in
was
With the
the Farrell—PerOn
Farrell-Perón government
in
Argentina. F-lull
not only
only pursued
pursued aa non-recognition
non-recognition policy
policy but
but also
Argentina,
Hull not
also
refused to
to make
make known
known what
what steps
steps the
the Argentine
Argentine government
refused
government had
had to
to
take in
take
in order
order to
to be
be recognised.
recognised. He
He pushed
pushed the
the British
British into
into following
following
the US
lead, much
to their
their distress.
distress. He
He was
was determined
determined to
to cause
cause the
the
the
US lead,
much to
overthrow of
of the
government,but
butininthis,
this, as
as in
in so
overthrow
the Farrell—PerOn
Farrell-Perón government,
so
many
other things
many other
things connected
connected with
with Argentina,
Argentina, he
he failed)1
failed.ll
With
With Hull's
Hull's retirement,
retirement, US
USaggression
aggression subsided
subsided briefly
briefly in
in 1945.
1945.
Nelson Rockefeller,
Rockefeller, who
who took
took over
Nelson
over Latin
Latin American
American Affairs
Affairs and
and was
was
very much
much aa pragmatist
and as
very
pragmatist and
as such,
such, opposed
opposed to
to Hull's
Hull's antiantiArgentine policies,
policies, had
had to
to manoeuvre
manoeuvre subtly
subtly in
in order
order to
Argentine
to attain
attain the
the
change of
of policy,
conspiring secretly
secretlywith
withthe
the British
British in
in order
change
policy, conspiring
order to
to
achieve
his objectives,
objectives, due
due to
to the
the deeply
achieve his
deeply rooted
rooted character
character of
of the
the
anti-Argentine
anti-Argentine attitude.
attitude. The
The manoeuvres
manoeuvres being
being successful,
successful, however,
however,
the change
the
change of
of policy
policy was
was abrupt,
abrupt, and
and little
little US
US face-saving
face-saving was
was
attempted.
reversed, and
attempted. US
US policy
policy was
was reversed,
and barely
barely aa month
month after
after ArgenArgentina had
tina
had declared
declared war,
war, she
she was
was admitted
admitted both
both to
to the
the San
San Francisco
Francisco
Conference and
and to
to the
Conference
the United
United Nations
Nations Organisation,
Organisation, against
against strong
strong
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Russian
Russian opposition.
opposition. Inexplicably,
Inexplicably, however,
however, Rockefeller's
Rockefeller's plans
plans
would
be frustrated
would be
frustrated by
by the
the appointment
appointment of
of Spruille
Spruille Braden
Braden as
as AmAmbassador
Argentina)2
bassador to Argentina.12
The
The abruptness
abruptness with
with which
which Rockefeller's
Rockefeller's pragmatism
pragmatism would
would be
be
buried
buried by
by Braden's
Braden's campaign
campaign illustrates
illustrates once
once more
more just
just how
how ultiultimately irrelevant
irrelevant the
he advocated
advocated was
was to
to the
the USA.
USA. The
mately
the pragmatism
pragmatism he
The
Rockefeller
policy would
would be
be only
Rockefeller policy
only aa'brief
'brief honeymoon'
honeymoon' ininUS—
USArgentine
Rockefeller lost
lost aa great
great deal
deal of
Argentine relations.
relations. Rockefeller
of power
power after
after the
the
groundswell
of anti-Argentine
groundswell of
anti-Argentine feeling
feeling in
in US
US public
public opinion
opinion which
which
followed
Argentina's admission
to San
followed Argentina's
admission to
San Francisco,
Francisco, and
and Braden
Braden rode
rode
that
that wave
wave admirably.
admirably. Whatever
Whatever his
his personal
personal motivations
motivations and
and conconvictions.
victions, itit cannot
cannot be
be doubted
doubted that
that his
his attitude
attitude vis-a-vis Argentina
Argentina
helped
helped to
to advance
advance his
his career
career considerably.
considerably.
During Braden's
Braden's reign,
During
reign, the
the economic
economic boycott
boycott was
was carried
carried to
to the
the
extreme
interrupting the
extreme of
of risking
risking an
an Argentine
Argentine retaliation
retaliation by
by way
way of
of interrupting
the

shipments
of foodstuffs
to Europe
Europe at
shipments of
foodstuffs to
at aa time
time in
in which
which Europe
Europe was
was
even
even more
more direly
direly dependent
dependent on
on these
these shipments
shipments than
than she
she had
had been
been
during the
the war.
of the
the situation
such that
that the
during
war. The
The seriousness
seriousness of
situation was
was such
the
worst-case scenario
scenario studied
studied by
by the
worst-case
the British
British included
included complete
complete social
social
collapse
and aa Communist
take-over in
in areas
collapse and
Communist take-over
are as of
of Central
Central Europe.
Europe.
Naturally, if
Naturally,
if the
the worst
worst case
case would
would have
have come
come close
close to
to materialising,
materialising,
the
the USA
USA would
would have
have been
been forced
forced to
to change
change its
its policy
policy or
or to
to undertake
undertake

aa military
Argentina. But
But as
military operation
operation against
against Argentina.
as long
long as
as itit remained
remained
merely
merely aa worst-case
worst-case scenario,
scenario, it
it frightened
frightened the
the British.
British, who
who would
would
have
have been
been vulnerable
vulnerable to
to the
the consequences
consequences of
of such
such aa situation,
situation, but
but itit
produced
within the
the US
More than
produced few
few anxieties
anxieties within
US government.
government. More
than aa
possibility
to be
possibility to
be considered
considered in
in the
the US
US decision-making
decision-making process.
process, the
the
worst-case
scenario was
was relegated
relegated to
to the
the role
worst-case scenário
role of
of aa British
British weapon
weapon in
in
the
the pro-Argentine
pro-Argentine lobbying
lobbying they
they were
were forced
forced to
to engage
engage ininwhile
while
pursuing
rationally —
interest.'3
pursuing - quite
quite rationally
- their
their own
own interest.
13
Braden's career
Braden's
career did
did indeed
indeed progress
progre ss as
as aa result
result of
of his
his activities
activities in
in
Buenos
Buenos Aires.
Aires, and
and only
only three
three months
months after
after his
his arrival
arrival to
to that
that city
city he
he
had
had abandoned
abandoned this
this post,
post, to
to replace
replace Rockefeller
Rockefeller in
in Washington.
Washington. He
He
continued
régime, produced
produced the
continued with
with his attacks
attacks on the
the Perón—Farrell
Perón-Farrell régime,

famous
famous Blue
Blue Book,
Book, an
an indictment
indictment of
of Argentina
Argentina in
in which
which he
he docudocuments
the
alleged
Argentine-Axis
connection
and,
as
is
well
ments the alleged Argentine-Axis connection and, as is well known,
known,
lost
in which
which the
the slogan
slogan 'Braden
'Braden or
or Perón'
lost the
the Argentine
Argentine elections
elections in
Perón'
helped
to
arouse
nationalist
fervour
favourable
to
the
latter.
helped to arouse nationalist fervour favourable to the latter. While
While
Braden
Braden continued
continued with
with open
open and
and covert
covert anti-Argentine
anti-Argentine policies
policies in
in the
the
State
Department,
however.
George
Messersmith
was
appointed
State Department, however, George Messersmith was appointed US
US
Ambassador
Ambassador in
in Buenos
Buenos Aires,
Aires, and
and here
here another
another strange
strange phase
phase of
of this
this
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conflict
ensued, as
as the
the new
new ambassador
ambassador dedicated
dedicated himself
to the task
conflict ensued,
himself to
of
re-evaluating
the
extent
of
the
Nazi
connection
of
Argentina
of re-evaluating the extent of the Nazi connection of Argentina and
and
finding,
after six
six months
months of
of research,
research, that
that the
finding, after
the Axis
Axis 'threat' had
had been
been

largely
imaginary.Braden's
Braden'srhetoric
rhetoricabout
about the
the actual
actual threat
threat to
largely imaginary.
to US
US
security
posed
by
the
Argentine
government
co-existed
side-by-side
security posed by the Argentine government co-existed side-by-side
with
diametrically opposed
opposed vision
vision of
of an
with Messersmith's
Messersmith's diametrically
an Argentina
Argentina
victimised
by
Braden
while
trying
desperately
to
find
victimised by Braden while trying desperately to find aa way
way of
of
placating
placating him.14
him.14
The
The battle
battle between
between Messersmith
Messersmith and
and Braden
Braden was
was finally
finally resolved
resolved
in
the
former's
favour
when,
after
intensive
communication
between
in the former's favour when, after intensive communication between
Messersmith
and
Secretary
of
State
George
Marshall,
Braden
Messersmith and Secretary of State George Marshall, Braden reresigned
and Messersmith's
Messersmith's mission
mission in
in Argentina
Argentina was
declared 'successsigned and
was declared
fully
terminated' in
fully terminated'
in June
June 1947.
1947.
This
is
the
point
at
relations were
This is the point atwhich,
which, officially,
officially, US—Argentine
US-Argentine relations
were
finally
normalised.
The
economic
boycott,
however,
continued
finally normalised. The economic boycott, however, continued and,
and,
incredible
as itit may
may seem,
seem, without
without the
the authorisation
authorisation nor
incredible as
nor (apparently)
(apparently)
even
the knowledge
of the
the State
State Department.
Department. Before
even the
knowledge of
Before going
going into
into that
that
episode,
however,
I
will
very
briefly
describe
the
main
measures
episode, however, I will very briefly describe the main measures of
of
economic
boycott produced
produced until
until that
economic boycott
that time.
time.

US
ECONOMIC BOYCOTI
BOYCOTt' OF ARGENTINA
US ECONOMIC
ARGENTINA
The
boycott of
of the
The boycott
the Argentine
Argentine economy
economy began
began in
in February
February 1942
1942 and
and
would
continue, with
characteristics and
1949.
would continue,
with varying
varying characteristics
and intensity,
intensity, until
unti11949.
During
the war
war years,
years, the
the effort
concentrated on
Argentina
During the
effort concentrated
on depriving
depriving Argentina
of
many
vital
supplies
for
which,
with
the
Fall
of
France
of many vital supplies for which, with the Fall of France and
and the
the
advent
of the
the Battle
advent of
Battle of Britain,
Britain, the
the USA
USA had
had become
become virtually
virtually the
only
source. Licences
Licences were
were refused
refused for
for the
the exportation
exportation to
only source.
to Argentina
Argentina

of
parts and
of steel
steel machinery,
machinery, railway
railway replacement
replacement parts
and rolling
rolling stock,
stock,
petroleum
equipment
and
chemicals,
iron
and
steel,
coal,
petroleum equipment and chemicals, iron and steel, coal, fuel
fuel oil,
oil,
caustic
soda and
and ash,
ash, tinplate,
tinplate, etc.,
etc.. to
caustic soda
to aa far
far greater
greater extent
extent than
than was
was
justified
by wartime
wartime scarcities,
scarcities, and
and with
with the
the definitive
justified by
definitive intention
intention of
of

,
"
,
"

11

.1
I

increasing
Argentina's vulnerability,
increasing Argentina's
vulnerability, for
for which
which purpose
purpose studies
studies were
were
undertaken by
undertaken
by US
US government
government officials.
officials. This
This was
was complemented
complemented by
by

continuous US
US interference
interference in
in Argentina's
Argentina's Latin
continuous
Latin American
American trade,
trade,
geared
towards
preventing
the
exportation
to
Argentina
of
Bolivian
geared towards preventing the exportation to Argentina of Bolivian
and
Brazilian rubber,
rubber, Bolivian
and Brazilian
Bolivian quinine
quinine and
and tin.
tin, Brazilian
Brazilian coal,
coal, ChiChilean
copper.
etc.
Simultaneously.
pressure
was
applied
on
Britain
lean copper, etc. Simultaneously, pressure was applied on Britain to
to
greatly
exports to
greatly limit
limit exports
to Argentina.
Argentina. This
This pressure
pressure was
was successful
successful in
in so
so
far as
as the
the banning
banning of
range of
products was
concerned, all
far
of aa wide
wide range
of products
was concerned,
all the
the
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way from
from such
such strategic
strategic items
items as
as certain
certain grades
way
grades of
of steel
steel to
to irrelevant
irrelevant
goods
which
fired
the
American
imagination,
like
second-hand
goods which fired the American imagination, like second-hand
gliders.
gliders.
But
embargo
But when
when it
it came
carne to
to attempting
attempting an
an all
allout
out export—import
export-import embargo
against
the
Argentine
economy
the
British
refused
to
play
against the Argentine economy the British refused to play along,
along,
partly
of divergent
views and
and interests
interests in
in the
the River
partIy because
because of
divergent views
River Plate
Plate
region,
region, and
and partly
partIy because
because President
President Roosevelt
Roosevelt refused
refused to
to guarantee
guarantee
that Britain's
would be
be made
made up
up through
that
Britain's loss
loss in
in meat
meat supplies
supplies would
through US
US
stockpiles. However,
However, US
stockpiles.
US pressures
pressures during
during the
the war
war were
were successful
successful in
in
preventing the
meat contracts.
contracts.
preventing
the signing
signing of
of long-term
long-term Anglo—Argentine
Anglo-Argentine meat
Throughout
Throughout the
the war
war and
and early
early post-war
post-war period,
period, the
the US
US boycotted
boycotted all
all
Anglo—Argentinenegotiations
negotiationsleading
leadingtotoaa strengthening
strengthening of
of the
Anglo-Argentine
the
Anglo—Argentinelink,
link,like
likethe
thelong-term
long-termmeat
meat and
and linseed
linseed contracts,
contracts,
Anglo-Argentine
while they
they systematically
supportedthé
theBritish
Britishpart
part in
in all
while
systematically supported
all those
those
negotiations
which, like
like the
the Argentine
Argentine government's
negotiations which,
government's purchase
purchase of
of the
the
British-owned
railways, led
led simultaneously
simultaneously to
to the
the severance
British-owned railways,
severance of
of the
the
Anglo—Argentine
hence to
Anglo-Argentine link
link—- hence
to the
the withdrawal
withdrawal of
of the
the British
British from
from

Southern
Southern South
South America
America—- and
and to
to the
the strengthening
strengthening of
of Britain's
Britain's

island economy.
economy. British
British acquiescence
to US
island
acquiescence to
US pressures
pressures against
against longlongterm
during the
the war,
war, on
on the
the other
term Anglo-Argentine
Anglo-Argentine contracts
contracts during
other hand,
hand,
was
obtained counter
was obtained
counter to
to aa US
US guarantee
guarantee that
that all
all other
other buyers
buyers would
would
be kept
kept out
be
out of
of the
the Argentine
Argentine market.
market. This
This in
in turn
turn led
led to
to the
the obstrucobstruction
and Italian—Argentine
relations, and
and of
tion of
of French—Argentine
French-Argentine and
Italian-Argentine relations,
of
Argentine
Argentine trade
trade with
with Belgium
Belgium and
and Norway.
Norway. Immediately
Immediately after
after the
the
war,
war, the
the USA
USA refused
refused to
to invite
invite Argentina
Argentina to
to the
the drafting
drafting conference
conference
of
of the
the proposed
proposed International
International Trade
Trade Organisation,
Organisation, in
in another
another atattempt
tempt towards
towards cutting
cutting Argentina
Argentina away
away from
from the
the mainstream
mainstream of
of world
world
trade,
that one
trade, despite
despite British
British objections
objections that
one of
of the
the world's
world's leading
leading
trading
trading nations,
nations, as
as Argentina
Argentina was,
was, could
could not
not be
be excluded.
excluded. Measures
Measures
were
were also
also taken
taken to
to obstruct
obstruct the
the expansion
expansion of
of Argentina's
Argentina's merchant
merchant
navy.'5
navy.15
US Export
Export Policy
Argentina, of
read:
US
Policy 1I towards
towards Argentina,
of 33 February
February 1945
1945 read:
of capital
goods should
should be
be kept
kept at
'Export of
capital goods
at present
present minimums.
minimums. It
It is
is
essential
not to
essential not
to permit
permit the
the expansion
expansion of
of Argentine
Argentine heavy
heavy industry.'
industry.'
With
With fluctuations,
fluctuations, aa State
State Department
Department policy
policy of
of boycott
boycott continued
continued
until the
normalisation of
of relations
relations with
with Argentina
Argentina in
in June
until
the official
official normalisation
June
1947. A
A covert
1947.
covert and
and illegal
illegal economic
economic boycott,
boycott, counter
counter to
to official
official US
US
policy,
continued through
through the
policy, continued
the operations
operations of
of the
the powerful
powerful Economic
Economic
Cooperation
Administration (ECA),
(ECA), which
which was
was in
in charge
Cooperation Administration
charge of
of the
the
European Recovery
Program (ERP).
(ERP). ECA
European
Recovery Program
ECA adopted
adopted since
since its
its incepinception aa policy
tion
policy of
of preventing
preventing European
European procurement
procurement with
with Marshall
Marshall
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Plan
it in
Canada and
Plan dollars
dollars in
in Argentina.
Argentina, while
while allowing
allowing it
in Canada
and Australia,
Australia,
Argentina's
natural
competitors
in
food
markets.
Furthermore,
[CA
Argentina's natural competitors in food markets. Furthermore, ECA
used
its
overwhelming
power
to
discourage
European
purchases
used its overwhelming power to discourage European purchases in
in
Argentina
Argentina in
in European
European currencies.
currencies. The
The whole
whole affair
affair might
might have
have gone
gone
by
unregistered, were
by unregistered,
were it
it not
not for
for the
the indiscreet
indiscreet anti-Argentine
anti-Argentine remarks
remarks
made
to
the
press
by
relatively
minor
ECA
officials,
which created
created an
an
made to the press by relatively minor ECA officials, which
uproar
in
Argentina
and
led
an
outraged
Ambassador
James
Bruce,
uproar in Argentina and led an outraged Ambassador James Bruce,

the new
the
new US
US envoy
envoy in
in Buenos
Buenos Aires,
Aires, to
to order
order an
an investigation
investigation into
into
ECA's
Argentine
policy.
In
a
letter
to
President
Truman
he reported
ECA's Argentine policy. In a letter to President Truman he
reported
declarations
by the
the Director
declarations by
Director of
of ECA's Food
Food and
and Agriculture
Agriculture DivDivision,
who
stated
that
he
was
going
to
'beat
Argentina
ision, who stated that he was going to 'beat Argentina to
to its
its knees',
knees',
having
also misrepresented
misrepresented Argentine
Argentine prices
instructions to
having also
prices and
and given
given instructions
to
the
Army
to
purchase
meat
in
any
country
except
Argentina,
the Army to purchase meat in any country except Argentina, no
no
matter
matter how
how much
much higher
higher the
the price
price might
might be.
be.
As
a
consequence
of
the
investigation
ordered by
As a consequence of the investigation ordered
by Bruce,
Bruce, aa very
very
secret
was produced
produced by
by the
the State
secret memorandum
memorandum was
State Department
Department on
on 25
25
January
1949,
documenting
thirty-three
instances
of
ECA
discrimiJanuary 1949, documenting thirty-three instances of ECA discrimination
nation against
against Argentina
Argentina which,
which, besides
besides losses
losses in
in dollars.
dollars, implied
implied
losses
in
practically
every
European
currency,
above
and beyond
beyond the
losses in practically every European currency, above and
the
Marshall Plan.
Plan. ECA
ECA had
had also
also attempted
attempted to
to 'use
Marshall
'use its
its power
power to
to force
force
concessions
from Argentina,
Argentina. either
forming
concessions from
either directly
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, by
by forming
aa combination
combination of
of European
European countries
countries against
against Argentina'.
Argentina'. Obviously,
Obviously,
an extremely
this put
this
put Argentina
Argentina in
in an
extremely unfavourable
unfavourable position
po sitio n vis-a-vis the
the
world market.
market. ECA
ECA treatment
world
treatment of Canada
Canada had
had been
been entirely
entirely at
at odds
odds
with this,
this, encouraging
with
encouraging European
European purchases,
purchases, authorising
authorising substantial
substantial
offshore
procurement. acknowledging
Canada's dollar
dollar needs
offshore procurement,
acknowledging Canada's
needs and
and
being
willing to
to negotiate
negotiate aa guarantee
being willing
guarantee of
of minimum
minimum offshore
offshore procureprocurement
ment in
in order
order to
to insure
insure aa dollar
dollar supply.
supply. Despite
Despite action
action by
by the
the State
State
Department,
Department, aa memorandum
memorandum of
of 22
22 March
March 1949
1949 reported
reported new
new disdiscriminations,
although acknowledging
acknowledgingthat
that the
the situation
criminations, although
situation had
had imimby ECA
proved.
proved. It
It conceded
conceded that
that 'discrimination
'discrimination by
ECA in
in 1948
1948 had
had
contributed
to the
the dollar
contributed to
dollar shortage
shortage and
and to
to the
the present
present precarious
precarious
economic
condition in
in Argentina'.
Argentina'. Howard
economic condition
Howard H.
H. Tewksbury,
Tewksbury, Chief
Chief of
of
the Division
River Plate
Plate Affairs,
Affairs, conceded
conceded that
that the situation
Division of River
situation 'might
'might
lead
lead to
to catastrophe'.
catastrophe'. 16
BRITAIN'S POLICY
POLICY CHANGE
CHANGE
BRITAIN'S

Tewkshury
also wrote
wrote that
that Argentina
Argentina should
should direct
direct at
at least
least aa part
Tewksbury also
part of
of
her
her anathema
anathema against
against third
third countries.
countries. Consulting
Consulting the
the British
British archives,
archives,
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this appears
this
appears to
to be
be an
an adequate
adequate appraisal.
appraisal. Until
Until mid-1947
mid-1947 Britain's
Britain's
attitude
attitude in
in Washington
Washington could
could be
be described
described largely
largely (in
(in ielation
relation to
to this
this
case) as
case)
as that
that of
of aa pro-Argentine
pro-Argentine lobbyist,
lobbyist, albeit
albeit with
with some
some mixed
mixed
feelings which
which stemmed
stemmed from
from the
feelings
the fear
fear that
that should
should the
theUS—Argentine
US-Argentine
situation
he completely
normalised. Argentina
Argentina might
might turn
turn to
to the
situation be
completely normalised,
the
USA
endangered. But
USA and
and British
British interests
interests might
might find
find themselves
themselves endangered.
But in
in
August
Britain found
found its
its dollar
August 1947
1947 Britain
dollar reserves
reserves running
running close
close to
to dedepletion
pletion and
and had
had to
to recur
recur to
to aa unilateral
unilateral declaration
declaration of
of sterling
sterling inconinconvertibility,
vertibility, without
without previous
previous consultation
consultation with
with the
the USA.
USA.
The
The inconvertibility
inconvertibility of
of sterling
sterling violated
violated (among
(among several
several other
other comcompacts)
Financial Agreement
Agreement of
of 1946
pacts) both
both the
the Anglo—American
Anglo-American Financial
1946 (a
(a
breach
breach which
which the
the USA
USA accepted)
accepted) and
and the
theEady—Miranda
Eady-Miranda Agreement
Agreement
of the
of
the same
same year
year (a
(a unilateral
unilateral breach
breach without
without any
any sort
sort of
of consulconsultation with
Argentina). By
By the
the latter
latter agreement,
tation
with Argentina).
agreement, Britain
Britain had
had guaranguaranteed sterling
sterling convertibility,
convertibility, and
and Argentina
Argentina had
had agreed
agreed to
to put
put capital
teed
capital
into the
Argentine railroads,
railroads, thus
thus making
into
the British-owned
British-owned Argentine
making aa joint
joint
venture out
out of
venture
of them.
them. The
The railroad
railroad agreement
agreement had
had later
later evolved
evolved into
into
an outright
deal, by
he transferred
an
outright purchase
purchase deal,
by which
which they
they would
would be
transferred to
to
the Argentine
This had
the
Argentine government
governmeQt for
for approximately
approximately £150
f150 million.
million. This
had
been hailed
the British
been
hailed as
as an
an important
important success
success by
by the
British government,
government, which
which
had
planned to
to Argentina,
Argentina, both
had long
long planned
to attempt
attempt to
to sell
sell the
the railways
railways to
both in
in
order
order to
to greatly
greatly reduce
reduce its
its debt
debt to
to that
that country
country and
and as
as aa way
way of
of getting
getting
rid
rid of
of what
what itit considered
considered aa (no
(no longer
longer profitable)
profitable) 'hostage' which
which
enabled
enabled the
the Argentines
Argentines indirectly
indirectly to
to blackmail
blackmail the
the British
British (this
(this being
being
one
one of
of the
the reasons
reasons why
why they
they had
had felt
felt forced
forced to
to embark
embark on
on their
their loblobbying
bying action
action ininWashington
Washington—- the
the other,
other, of
of course,
course, being
being food
food supplies).
supplies).
This breach
put Britain
This
breach of
of contract
contract with
with Argentina
Argentina put
Britain in
in aa delicate
delicate
position,
position, because
because the
the possibility
possibility arose
arose that
that the
the railway
railway deal
deal might
might not
not
be ratified
ratified as
as aa consequence.
consequence. The
The British
British opted
opted to
to the
be
to say
say to
the ArgenArgentines
tines that
that there
there would
would only
only be
be aatemporary
temporary suspension
suspension of
of convertconvertibility
as far
far as
ibility as
as Argentina
Argentina was
was concerned,
concerned, ininorder
arder—
- so
so the
the argument
argument
ran —
of sterling
for the
the completion
ran
- to
to ensure
ensure her
her availability
availability of
sterling for
completion of
of the
the
railway deal.17
deal.17Naturally,
Naturally,once
once the
the deal
deal was
was ratified
ratified and
and carried
railway
carried out,
out,
there was
for Argentina.
there
was nevertheless
nevertheless no
no convertibility
convertibility for
Argentina. Tension
Tension grew
grew
between both
both governments.
between
governments. Argentina
Argentina demanded,
demanded, in
in lieu
lieu of
of convertconvertibility, aa dollar
dollar quota
quota in
in order
ibility,
order to
to be
be able
able to
to continue
continue with
with her
her
traditional triangular
trade, buying
traditional
triangular trade,
buying in
in the
the USA
USA products
products which
which she
she
could
purchase in
could riot
not purchase
in Britain.
Britain. The
The Cabinet's
Cabinet's Economic
Economic Policy
Policy ComCommittee recommended
that Argentina's
mittee
recommended on
on 14
14 November
November 1947
1947 that
Argentina's dollar
dollar
ration
ration be
be limited,
limited, as
as an
an absolute
absolute maximum,
maximum, to
to the
the equivalent
equivalent of
of £20
no
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million.
In the
the actual
of negotiations,
negotiations, however,
million. In
actual course
course of
however, they
they conceded
conceded
no dollars
dollarswhatsoever.18
whatsoever. 18
no

Argentina
Argentina was
was not
not the
the only
only country
country with
with this
this sort
sort of
of triangular
triangular
trade.
trade. Canada
Canada was
was also
also dependent
dependent on
on itit for
for her
her economic
economic well
well being.
being.
On
On 11
11 November
November 1947
1947 the
the Cabinet's
Cabinet's Economic
Economic Policy
Policy Committee
Committee
decided to offer
offer Canada
Canada £77
f77 million
million in dollars.
dollars. This
This offer
offer was
was raised
raised
decided

in
million) and
and then
in December
December to
to £90
f90 million
million (US$360
(US$360 million)
then again
again to
to
US$400
millionwith
with aa clause
clause to
to renegotiate
US$400 million
renegotiate the
the ration
ration upwards
upwards
should
should Britain
Britain receive
receive Marshall
Marshall Plan
Plan dollars.'9
dollars.19 By
By 1949,
1949, partly
partly as
as aa
consequence
of tripartite
tripartite talks
consequence of
talks in
in Washington,
Washington, Canada
Canada traded
traded with
with
Britain
in dollars,
dollars, aa trade
Britain exclusively
exclusively in
trade which
which was
was financed
financed partly
partly on
on aa
cash
basis and
and partly
Meanwhile,
cash basis
partly through
through aa Canadian
Canadian line
line of
of credit.2°
credit.2OMeanwhile,
the
Argentina held
there would
the decision
decision concerning
concerning Argentina
held firm:
firm: there
would be
be no
no gold
gold
dollar ration
rationfor
fOl"
her. 21
or dollar
her.21
For
For Argentina,
Argentina, this
this meant
meant the
the failure
failure of
of Perón's
Perón's ambitious
ambitious indusindustrialisation
trialisation plan which depended
depended on
on the
the purchase
purchase of
ofUS
US capital
capital goods
goods
which
were unavailable
unavailable inin Britain.
Britain. For
For the
the USA,
which were
USA, Britain
Britain and
and conticontinental
nental Europe
Europe this
this was
was good
good news,
news, since
since the
the increased
increased demand
demand on
on
capital
capital goods
goods which
which Perón's
Perón's policy
policy would
would generate
generate was
was considered
considered
counter-productive
for European
European recovery.
counter-productive for
recovery. Furthermore,
Furthermore, for
for l3riBri-

tam,
tain, itit meant
meant that
that the
the Argentine
Argentine government
government would
would be
be forced
forced to
to

purchase
in Britain,
Britain. thus
purchase consumer
consumer goods
goods in
thus equilibrating
equilibrating aa balance
balance of
of
payments
favourable to
to Argentina.
payments which
which was
was grossly
grossly favourable
Argentina. Already
Already in
in
January
R.H. Hadow,
January 1948,
1948, R.H.
Hadow, Counsellor
Counsellor for
for Latin
Latin American
American affairs
affairs at
at
the
the British
British Embassy
Embassy in
in Washington,
Washington, speculated
speculated with
with an
an 'Angla-American
American squeeze-play'
squeeze-play' to
to retard
retard or
orkill
killthe
the Argentine
Argentine plan.22
plan.22
Britain's
Britain's refusal
refusal to
to pay
pay any
any dollars
dollars to
to Argentina
Argentina generated
generated in
in the
the
Foreign
the perception
perception that
that itit would
be undesirable
that the
Foreign Office
Office the
would be
undesirable that
the

USA
USA or
or the
the continental
continental European
European countries
countries pay
pay Argentina
Argentina with
with
dollars,
dollars, as
as that
that would
would supposedly
supposedly have
have strengthened
strengthened Argentina's
Argentina's
bargaining power
power vis-a-vis
vis-à-visBritain.
Britain. Thus,
Thus, Britain
Britain endeavoured
bargaining
endeavoured to
to
obtain
European cooperation.
obtain American
American and
and continental
continental European
cooperation. In
In June
June
1948
Ambassador Sir
Sir Reginald
ReginaldLeeper
Leeper talked
talked in
in this
this respect
respect to
1948 Ambassador
to US
US
Ambassador James
in Buenos
Buenos Aires.
Aires. Bruce
Bruce offered
offered his
Ambassador
James Bruce
Bruce in
In July
July 1948
1948 aa Foreign
Foreign Office
Office telegram
telegram to
to the
the British
British
support. 23 In
Embassy inin Washington
Washingtonemphasised
emphasisedthe
theneed
need toto obtain
obtain not
Embassy
not only
only
American but
hut also
American
also European
European cooperation
cooperation through
through informal
informal exexchanges
changes of
of information
information via
via the
the OEEC
OEEC ininParis.24
Paris.24By
By September
September 1948
1948

an
had been
an informal
informal agreement
agreement had
been reached
reached in
in Paris,
Paris, motivating
motivating aa
memorandum
memorandum by
by the
the Chancellor
Chancellor of
of the
the Exchequer
Exchequer in
in which
which he
he stated
stated
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that due
due to
to the
the British
British attitude
attitude in
in Paris
Paris it was
was more
more than
than ever
ever
necessary
to
refrain
from
giving
any
dollars
to
Argentina.25
The
State
necessary to refrain from giving any dollars to Argentina.25 The State
Department's
Department's cooperation
cooperation both
both from
from the
the point
point of
of view
view of
of denying
denying
dollars
to
Argentina
and
from
that
of
helping
to
keep
Argentine
dollars to Argentina and from that of helping to keep Argentine
prices
prices down
down is
is repeatedly
repeatedly acknowledged
acknowledged in
in these
these papers.26
papers.26 Naturally
Naturally
enough,
reference
is
also
made
to
the
need
of
keeping
enough, reference is also made to the need of keeping any
any news
news of
of
British
cooperation
with
Americans
and
other
European
buyers
British cooperation with Americans and other European buyers away
away
from
from Argentine
Argentine ears.27
ears.27
Thus,
Thus, Tewksbury's
Tewksbury's opinion
opinion about
about the
the complicity
complicity of
of third
third countries
countries
with
the
Economic
Cooperation
Administration's
anti-Argentine
with the Economic Cooperation Administration's anti-Argentine
policy
seems acceptable.
acceptable. ItIt is
is clear
clear that
that after
policy seems
after August
August 1947
1947 and
and as
as aa
consequence
of
the
convertibility
crisis.
Britain's
policy
with
respect
consequence of the convertibility crisis, Britain's policy with respect
to
to Argentina
Argentina shifted
shifted diametrically,
diametrically, and
and leaned
leaned on
on US
US antipathy
antipathy for
for
Argentina
instead
of
attempting
to
neutralise
it,
as
she
had
Argentina instead of attempting to neutralise it, as she had done
done with
with
few
few exceptions
exceptions from
from1942
1942toto1947.2$
1947.28
During
During these
these years,
years, the
theArgentine
Argentine government
government headstrongly
headstrongly
pursued
that ran
pursued aa policy
policy that
ran counter
counter to
to the
the combined
combined interests
interests of
of the
the
USA,
Europe. Partly
of it,
it, she
USA, Britain
Britain and
and continental
continental Europe.
Partly because
because of
she had
had
(at
even less
less international
international support
(at least
least economically)
economically) even
support in
in this
this period
period
than
dependent on
than during
during the
the war
war years:
years: the
the world
world was
was less
less dependent
on her
her food
food
supplies
than before,
supplies than
before, and
and the
the Argentine
Argentine plan
plan for
for very
very rapid
rapid indusindustrialisation
trialisation was
was aa nuisance
nuisance both
both for
for the
the British
British balance
balance of
of payments
payments
and
It can
and for
for European
European recovery.
recovery. It
can be
be argued
argued that
that she
she was
was only
only
exercising
right, as
during the
the war
war she
she had
had exercised
the right
exercising aa right,
as during
exercised the
right to
to he
be
neutral.
neutral. But
But it
it can
can hardly
hardly be
be doubted
doubted that
that she
she was
was pursuing
pursuing aa
self-destructive
policy. By
By 1949
Argentina was
severe
self-destructive policy.
1949 Argentina
was suffering
suffering aasevere
foreign
crisis in
in which
which the
the events
events here
here described
foreign exchange
exchange crisis
described certainly
certainly
played
played aa part
part (although
(although they
they were
were not
not the
the only
only ones
ones involved).
involved).

THE
THE ENDOGENOUS
ENDOGENOUS VERSUS
VERSUS THE
THE EXOGENOUS
EXOGENOUS FACTORS
FACTORS
IN
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
RELATIONS
IN ARGENTINA'S
ARGENTINA'S INTERNATIONAL

There
There can
can hardly
hardly be
be doubt
doubt that
that great
great power
power disfavour
disfavour is
is aa variable
variable
that
that intervened
intervened in
in Argentina's
Argentina's post-war
post-war frustration.
frustration. ItIt isis an
an unquanunquantifiable
tifiable variable
variable—- just
just how
how great
great was
was its
its impact
impact in
in the
the long
long term
term we
we
cannot
cannot know
know—- yet
yet itit is
is aa variable
variable which
which we
we cannot
cannot ignore
ignore when
when
accounting
Argentine underdevelopment'.
accounting for
for the
the 'miracle of
of Argentine
underdevelopment'.
Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, this
this is
is only
only one
one side
side of
of the
the coin
coin with
with respect
respect to
to even
even aa

one-sided
variable such
such as
as the
one-sided variable
the impact
impact of
of Argentina's
Argentina's international
international
relations
relations upon
upon her
her post-war
post-war frustrations.
frustrations. Indeed,
Indeed, international
international rere-
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lations
lations are
are at
at least
least aa two-way
two-way road,
road, however
however asymmetrical
asymmetrical that
that road
road
may
may be.
be. That
That successive
successive Argentine
Argentine governments
governments may
may have
have felt
felt that
that
they
right in
in reacting
reacting to
to American
American pressure
not to
they were
were exercising
exercising aa right
pressure is
is not
to
be
doubted. Nonetheless,
be doubted.
Nonetheless, itit is
is striking
striking that
that these
these governments
governments should
should
have
have attempted
attempted to
to exercise
exercise such
such rights
rights at
at any
any cost.
costo Largely
Largely because
because of
of
her
US pressures,
pressures, Argentina
her reactions
reactions to
to offensive
offensive US
Argentina brought
brought herself
herself
increasingly
closetotothe
the Axis
Axisduring
duringthe
the war
war years,
years, to
to the
the point
point that
that
increasingly close
while she
she advocated
advocated aa commitment
commitment with
with the
the AlIies
Allies in 1940,
when the
the
while
1940, when
war
was far
far from
from won,
war was
won, she
she came
carne dangerously
dangerously close
close to
to endorsing
endorsing the
the
Axis
in 1944,
when they
they had
had practically
lost the
the war.
Axis in
1944, when
practically lost
war. Among
Among other
other
measures,
measures, Argentina
Argentina reacted
reacted to
to US
US pressures
pressures by
by promoting
promoting aa successsuccess-

ful
fui rightist
rightist coup
coup in
in Bolivia
Bolivia in
in late
late 1943.
1943. Top
Top Argentine
Argentine officials
officials
(RamIrez,
Gilbert
and
PerOn)
made
public
statements
(Ramírez, Gilbert and Perón) made public statements in
in Chile,
Chile,
Paraguay
and Uruguay
Paraguay and
Uruguay advocating
advocating aa united
united front
front against
against Yankee
Yankee
imperialism.
Counterproductivelytoto US
US aims,
imperialismo Counterproductively
aims, American
American pressure
pressure
gave
nationalists
increased
power
in
Argentina.
gave nationalists increased power in Argentina, and
and nationalists
nationalists
answered
back in
in haughty
haughty terms
terms which
which had
had aa suicidal
potential. Not
answered back
suicidal potential.
Not
every
political
culture
makes
such
political
dynamics
possible.
every political culture makes such political dynamics possible.

When
the war
When the
war ended,
ended, this
this behaviour
behaviour continued,
continued, and
and it
it went
went on
on
even
after
US
harassment
of
Argentina
had
ceased.
In
the
even after US harassment of Argentina had ceased. In the early
early
1950s,
Argentine embassies
embassies throughout
throughout Latin
Latin America
1950s, Argentine
America (and
(and some
some
countries
in
Europe
and
the
Middle
East)
became
the
disseminators
countries in Europe and the Middle East) became the disseminators
of
of an
an intense
intense and
and extremely
extremely irritating
irritating anti-American
anti-American propaganda
propaganda
campaign.
The
campaign's
consequence
was, naturally
campaign. The campaign's consequence was,
naturally enough,
enough, aa
change
in
US
policy:
while
the
1951
Policy
Statement
advocated
change in US policy: while the 1951 Policy Statement advocated aa
non-discriminatory
policy towards
towards Argentina,
Argentina, the
non-discriminatory policy
the 1952
1952 revision
revision calls
calls
for
discrete
diplomatic
action
to
neutralise
all
attempts
of
'Argentine
for discrete diplomatic action to neutralise all attempts of 'Argentine
political
penetration' in
political penetration'
in Latin
Latin America
America (and
(and thus
thus US
US policy
policy became
became
an
obstacle
to
PerOn's
economic
integration
plans,
at
an obstacle to Perón's economic integration plans, at precisely
precisely the
the
same
same time
time that
that the
the US
US endorsed
endorsed the
the Schuman
Schuman Plan).29 Argentine
Argentine
nationalism appears
appears to
to have
have been
been more
more quixotic
than Fascist.
, nationalism
quixotic than
Fascist. On
On the
the
other
hand,
reducing
the
relevance
of
the
cultural
factors
that
other hand, reducing the relevance of the cultural factors that made
made
these
the said
these events
events possible
possible by
by explaining
explaining the
said events
events in
in terms
terms of
of the
the
wilful
acts
of
individuals
is
not
intellectually
satisfying.
This
was
wilful acts of individuals is not intellectually satisfying. This was made
made
clear
c1ear many
many years
years later,
later, when
when aa very
very different
different government
government waged
waged aa
war
against
Britain
which
was
both
criminal
and
quixotic.
Though
war against Britain which was both criminal andquixotic. Though
nothing that
that Argentina
nothing
Argentina did
did during
during the
the 1940s
1940s could
could unambiguously
unambiguously
warrant
the
adjective
criminal',
the
same
self-destructive
warrant the adjective 'criminal', the same self-destructive political
political
dynamics
(made possible
possible by
by elements
elements in
dynamics (made
in her
her political
political culture
culture which
which
have
have not
not been
been satisfactorily
satisfactorily studied)
studied) were
were present.
presento
From
of the
the impact
of the
the international
international relations
From the
the point
point of
of view
view of
impact of
relations
,
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US Destabilisation
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Boycott of
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Argentina

of
of aa peripheral
peripheral state
state upon
upon its
itseconomic
economic development
development and
and political
poli tic al
stability,
the policies
policies and
and attitudes
attitudes
stability, the
the Argentine
Argentine case
case is
is one
one in
in which
which the
adopted
by
the
peripheral
state
aggravated
a
situation
which
in
adopted by
peripheral state aggravated a situation which in and of
itself
was
not
favourable
to its
its interests.
interests. Due
Due to historical
factors, the
itself was not favourable to
historical factors,

USA
towards Argentina
Argentina from
from the
the start.
USA was
was ill-disposed
ill-disposed towards
start. FurtherFurthermore, Argentina
relevance to
to the
more,
Argentina was
was of
of only
only very
very marginal
marginal relevance
the econeconomic
and strategic
strategic interests
interests of the
the USA.
omic and
USA. The Americans
Americans could
could afford
afford
to adopt
policies
towards
Argentina
which
were
frequently
adopt policies towards Argentina which were frequently contradiccontradic-

tory
tory and
and could
could be
be deemed
deemed 'irrational',
'irrational', policies
policies which
which the
the more
more
pragmatically-minded
sectors
in
the
USA
(Big
Business
pragmatically-minded sectors in the USA (Big Business and
and the
the
armed
armed services,
services, for
for example)
example) opposed.
opposed, and
and which
which the
the British
British conconsidered
objectively
counter-productive
to
the
war
effort.
sidered objectively counter-productive to the war effort. But
But ArgenArgentina
to irritate
tina could
could not
not afford
afford to
irritate the
the American
American giant,
giant, no
no matter
matter what
what
her
perceptions
of
right
and
justice
were.
her perceptions of right and justice were.
Nevertheless,
Neverthele~s, she
she did.
did. Argentina
Argentina fell
fell into what
what could
could be called
called an
an
'irrationality
'irrationality syndrome'
syndrome' in
in her
her policy-making
policy-making process.
process. ConcomiConcomitantly,
tantly, the
the USA
USA fell
fell into
into an
an 'irrelevance-of-rationality syndrome'
syndrome' in
in
its
policy-making
process
vis-à-vis
Argentina.
And
the
its policy-making process vis-a-vis Argentina. And the British
British quite
quite
rationally
rationally despaired:
despaired: their
their dependence
dependence on
on Argentine
Argentine foodstuffs
foodstuffs was
was

too
too dire
dire for
for irrationality
irrationality to
to be
be irrelevant
irrelevant from
from their
their viewpoint.
viewpoint.

Finally,
Finally, Argentina
Argentina alienated
alienated the
the British
British also,
also, pursuing
pursuing aapolicy
policy which
which
she was
was in
in her
her perfect
perfect right
right to
to pursue,
pursue, but
but which
ran counter
counter to
to too
too
she
which ran
many
many interests
interests to
to be
be successful.
successful. The
The pursuit
pursuit of
of perceived
perceived rights
rights
and/or
rance, no
no matter
matter what
and/or principles
principIes aa out
outrance,
what the
the cost,
cost, is
is aa part
part of
of this
this
irrationality
can he
irrationality syndrome,
syndrome, aa syndrome
syndrome which
which can
be found
found in
in too
too many
many
instances for it to be deemed
deemed an historical
historical accident:
accident: itit seems clear
c1ear that
instances
it is made
made possible
possible by
by certain
certain aspects
aspects of
of the
the country's
country's political
political culture.
culture.
On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, itit would
would appear
appear that
that in
in the
the USA
USA such
such irrationality
irrationality
emerges
in policy
policy arenas
arenas which
are relatively
emerges principally
principally in
which are
relatively marginal
marginal to
to
US
US strategic
strategic and
and economic
economic interests.
interests. This
This is
is the
the case
case not
not only
only for
for the
the
1940s
hut also
also for
for today:
today: US
US response
response to
1940s but
to aa military
military coup
coup in
in Turkey
Turkey isis
not
not the
the same
same as
as to
to aacoup
coupininChile;
Chile; US
USresponse
response totoArgentine
Argentine
violations
of human
violations of
human rights
rights is
is not
not the
the same
same as
astotoSaudi
Saudiviolations.30
violations.3°
This
product of
This is
is not
not to
to say
say that
that this
this double
double standard
standard is
is the
theproduct
of
Machiavellian
calculations:more
moreoften,
often, itit isis probably
probably the
the result
Machiavellian ca1culations:
result of
of
political
political and
and bureaucratic
bureaucratic dynamics
dynamics by
by which
which pragmatically-minded
pragmatically-minded
sectors
sectors tend
tend to
to gain
gain power
power in
in strategically
strategically and
and economically
economically importimportant policy
sectors tend to
policy arenas,
arenas, while
while symbolically-minded
symbolically-minded sectors
to gain
gain itit in
in
policy
arenas of
policy arenas
of only
only marginal
marginal relevance.
relevance.
Irrelevance-of-rationality in
Irrelevaoce-of-rationality
in the
the US
US decision-making
decision-making process
process
vis-à-vis some
some (though
(though by
by no
no means
all) peripheral
peripheral sta
states
vis-a-vis
ineans all)
tes appears
appears to
to
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be aa not
phenomenon. ItIt has
has an
an impact
impact on
on the
the nature
nature of
of
be
not uncommon
uncommon phenomenon.
the
relations
of
those
states
with
the
USA,
and
thus
impinges
somethe relations of those states with the USA, and thus impinges somewhat on
on the
what
the political
political stability
stability and
and economic
economic development
development of
of those
those
countries.
Likewise,
symbolic
nationalism
leading
to
irrationality
countries. Likewise, symbolic nationalism leading to irrationality
syndromes
in the
syndromes in
the decision-making
decision-making process
process of
of peripheral
peripheral countries
countries
central
states
is
also
a
not
uncommon
vis-à-vis
the
vis-a-vis the central states is also a not uncommon phenomenon.
phenomenon. It
It
has
has an
an impact
impact on
on the
the central
central states'
states' responses
responses and
and thus,
thus, to
to some
some
degree,
degree, on
on the
the political
political and
and economic
economic future
future of
of such
such peripheral
peripheral
states.
The
relevance
of
these
variables
will
vary
from
states. The relevance
these variables will vary from case
case to case
case
and
The Argentine
and according
according to
to circumstances.
circumstances. The
Argentine case
case helps
helps us
us to
to
identify them
them as
as potentially
potentially important.
important. Comparative
identify
Comparative studies
studies would
would be
be
needed, however,
however, to
to further
needed,
further evaluate
evaluate their
their impact.
impact. Nonetheless,
Nonetheless, it
it
would
appear
that
they
must
be
taken
into
account
in
would appear that they must be taken into account in any
any theoretical
theoretical
description
description of
of the
the dynamics
dynamics of
of the
the world-system
world-system and
and of
of dependency
dependency
relations.
relations.
are important
important because
Naturally, these
these variables
variables are
because of
of the
the sometimes
sometimes
overwhelming
relevance
of
the
central
states'
policies
towards
specific
overwhelming relevance of the central
policies
specific
anything,
what
this
paper
has
accomplished
states.
If
peripheral
peripheral states. If anything, what this paper has accomplished is
is to
to
demonstrate
the
relevance
great
power
disfavour
had
for
Argentina's
demonstrate the relevance great power disfavour had for Argentina's
fortunes during
during and
and immediately
immediately after
after the
the Second
World WaL
War. It
fortunes
Second World
It is
is
simple
to
demonstrate,
on
the
other
hand,
that
US
favour
during
simple to demonstrate, on the other hand, that US favour during the
the
war (and
(and to
to a lesser
degree after
after the war)
war
lesser degree
war) had aa considerable
considerable importimportance
for
the
future
of
Brazil,
as
well
as
a
great
ance for the future of Brazil, as well as a great relevance,
relevance, after
after the
the
war, for
for the
the future
war,
future of
of Europe.
Europe. This
This favour
favour was
was engendered
engendered basically
basically
by strategic
by
strategic and
and economic
economic interests.
interests. Disfavour
Disfavour towards
towards Argentina
Argentina
was
generated,
in
turn,
by
a
complex
set
of
variables.
was generated, in tum, by a complex set of variables. But
But this
this
disfavour
was
aggravated
by
Argentine
policies,
and
here
disfavour was aggravated by Argentine policies, and he re US
US
irrelevance-of-rationality
Argentina fed
fed on
irrelevance-of-rationality vis-à-vis
vis-a-vis Argentina
on Argentine
Argentine irirrationality
and vice
versa, generating
rationality and
vice versa,
generating aa cycle
cycle which
which for
for Argentina
Argentina
could
could only
only be extremely
extremely damaging.
damaging.
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Argentina with
with respect
respect to
to the
the interruption
interruption of
of convertibility,
convertibility, although
although the
the
excuse
the Foreign
privately acknowledged
acknowledged as
excuse given
given (which
(which the
Foreign Office
Office privately
as decepdeception) was
was to
to some
some extent
extent valid:
valid: Argentina
Argentina was
running out
out of
the sterling
tion)
was running
of the
sterling
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of
to purchase
the railways.
railways. The
she
she needed
needed to
purchase the
The fact
fact that
that she
she was
was running
running out
out of
sterling
lead to
to the
the argument
argument that
sterling can
can lead
that the
the Five
Five Year
Year Plan
Plan was
was doomed
doomed to
to
failure
failure even
even without
without sterling
sterling inconvertibility,
inconvertibility, because
because the
the Plan
Plan was
was
over-ambitious
Nevertheless, sterling
sterling inconvertibility
inconvertibility
over-ambitious and
and mismanaged.
mismanaged. Nevertheless,
must
be counted
counted as
as one
one of
of the
the causes
causesfor
for its
its failure:
failure: had
had it not
must be
not been
been
over-ambitious
of
over-ambitious and
and mismanaged.
mismanaged, itit would
would also
also have
have failed
failed because
because of
this
this factor,
factor, which
which was
was historically
historically present
present to
to no
no less
less an
an extent
extent than
than the
the
others.
others. This
This is
is not
not aa trivial
trivial counter-factual
counter-factual speculation.
speculation, but
buta anecessary
necessary
exercise
exercise ifif one
one isis to
to understand
understand the
thecauses
causes of its failure.
failure. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the
the
causes
of the
the Plan's
causes of
Plan's failure as
as such
such are
are less
less relevant
relevant than
than the
the causes
causes of
Argentina's
woes, and
and in
in this
this sterling
Argentina's economic
economic woes,
sterling inconvertibility,
inconvertibility, comcombined
bined with
with bad
bad investments
investments such
such as
as the
the railways
railways (which
(which were
were purchased
purchased
with
of future
future sterling
convertibility), was
with aa guarantee
guarantee of
sterling convertibility),
was indeed
indeed aa factor
factor of
of
some
some importance.
importance.
What can
he argued
argued more
more successfully
successfullyisisthat,
that,inin view
view of
of the
the fact
fact that
that
What
can be
the
to the
interests of
of Britain,
Britain, continental
the Plan
Plan ran
ran counter
counter to
the combined
combined interests
continental
Europe
the USA,
USA, its
folly from
Europe and
and the
its very
very conception
conception was
was aa folly
from aa pragmatic
pragmatic
point
point of
of view.
view. The
Theassumption
assumption which
which underlies
underlies this
thispragmatic
pragmatic assertion,
assertion,
however,
must be
be emphasised:
giventhe
theworld
world order
order of
of the
however, must
emphasised: given
the times.
times,
Europe
Europe had
had a
a better
better 'right'
'right' to
to recovery
recovery than
than Argentina
Argentina to
toindustrialisindustrialisation.
underlies the
the idea
idea that
ation. This
This assumption
assumption also
also underlies
that Britain
Britain was
was reasonreasonable
Argentina was
not, and
that 'all
able and
and Argentina
was not,
and that
'all Argentina
Argentina had
had to
todo
do was
was to
to wait
wait
aa little'.
little'. From
From aa naive,
nalve, juridicist
juridicist and
and unpragmatic
unpragmatic point
point of
of view
view (which
(which
was
that of
was that
of the
the Argentine
Argentine government),
government), Argentina
Argentina was
was in
in her
her perfect
perfect
right
right not
not to
to wait,
wait, to
to demand
demand convertibility
convertibility and
and capital
capital goods
goods for
for her
her
sterling,
(that is,
sterling, and
and indeed,
indeed, to
to use
use war
war and
and post-war
post-war savings
savings (that
is, UK
UK debts)
debts)
to
to literally
literally transplant
transplant aa part
part of
of Europe's
Europe's industrial
industrial structure
structure into
into the
the
River Plate.
policy was
was doomed
doomed to
to failure
failure even
if itit had
River
Plate. Such
Such aa policy
even if
had not
not been
been
mismanaged,
becauseit itran
rancounter
countertoto too
too many
mismanaged, because
many interests
interests (in
(in other
other
words,
implement it).
words, Argentina
Argentina was
was not
not powerful
powerful enough
enough to
to successfully
successfully implement
it).
Nevertheless,
the assumptions
assumptionsunderlying
underlying both
both the
the Argentine
Nevertheless, the
Argentine and
and the
the
British
British points
points of
of view
view must
must he
be brought
brought out
out into
intothe
theopen,
open,because
because they
they
reveal
power which
the only
why ArgentiArgentireveal an
an asymmetry
asymmetry of
of power
which is
is the
only real
real reason
reason why
na's
na's policy
policy objectives
objectives must
must be
be considered
considered errors.
errors. The
Thesame
same mistake
mistake has
has
been
committed all
all too
times in
in Argentine
Argentine history,
been committed
too many
many times
history, partly
partly because
beca use
the
the realities
realities of
of power
power politics
politics are
are often
often knowingly
knowingly and
and unknowingly
unknowingly
disguised.
disguised.
23.
23. Letter
Letter Sir
SirR.
R.Leeper
Leeper totoShuckhurgh,
Shuckburgh, 8 8June
June1948,
1948,FO
FO371/71840;
371/71840; 84321,
84321,
PRO.
PRO.
British Ambassador
24.
to British
24. Draft
Draft telegram
telegram FO
FO to
Ambassador in
in Washington,
Washington, same
same file
file as
as
above.
above.
25.
file as
Note 21.
25. Same
Same file
as Note
21. With
With respect
respect to
to the
the Paris
Paris decision,
decision, CP(48)177
CP(48)177 is
is
quoted.
quoted.
26.
FO to
FO
26. Memorandum
Memorandum FO
to British
British Foreign
Foreign Secretary,
Secretary, 19
19 January
January 1949,
1949, FO
PRO.
371/74348,
371/74348, 84784,
84784, PRO.
27.
27. Same
Same file as
as Note 23.
23.
28.
In the
28. In
the light
light of
of the
the British
British papers
papers itit is
is not
not clear,
clear, however,
however, how
how US
US
Ambassador
Bruce could
could have
Ambassador James
James Bruce
have claimed
claimed innocence
innocence with
with respect
respect
to
ECA's policy
Argentina, to
to ECA's
policy towards
towards Argentina,
to the
the point
point of
of asking
asking President
President
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US
Destabilisation and
and Economic
US Destabilisation
Economic Boycott
Boycott of
o[ Argentina
Argentina

Truman
Truman to fire
tire Dr
Dr D.A.
D.A. FitzGerald,
FitzGerald, the
thesubordinate
subordinate official
official who
who was
was
blamed for
November
711.35/11—1948,
blamed
for itit(Bruce
(Bruce totoTruman,
Truman,17 17
November1948,
1948,
711.35/11-1948,
RG 59.
RG
59, Dep.
Dep. of
of State,
State, NA).
NA). FitzGerald
FitzGerald was
was not
not fired.
tired.
29.
29. Memorandum
Memorandum on
on proposed
proposed policy
policy changes
changes towards
towards Argentina
Argentina (March
(March
1952)
and 23
1952) and
23 June
June 1952
1952 State
State Department
Department meeting
meeting on
on policy
policy towards
towards
Argentina, 611.35/6—2352,
RG 59,
59, NA.
Argentina,
611.35/6-2352, RG
NA.

30,
syndrome
in the
30. The
The irrelevance-of-rationality'
'irrelevance-of-rationality'
syndrome in
the US
US decision-making
decision-making
process towards
towards peripheral
peripheral states
states is
is further
further developed
process
developed as
as aa concept
concept in
in
Escudé,
Escudé, op.
op. cit.
cit. (both
(both versions).
versions). Also,
Also, see
see Note
Note 14.
14.
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